From: DAVID M WILLIAMS (States Attorney)
Sent: Monday, August 7, 2017 1:57 PM
To: Christian Picciolini
Subject: Re: court-ordered "off-ramping" of individual

Christian,
Thanks for the quick reply.
Is there a number I can call you back at, or if possible, give me a call at 773-674-3126.
David

The information contained in this electronic message may be confidential and may be subject to the attorney-client privilege and/or the attorney
work product doctrine. It is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to whom it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you
are hereby notified that any use, dissemination or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this electronic
message in error, please delete the original message from your e-mail system.

From: christian@goldmill.com <christian@goldmill.com> on behalf of Christian Picciolini
<christian@lifeafterhate.org>
Sent: Monday, August 7, 2017 1:36 PM
To: DAVID M WILLIAMS (States Attorney)
Subject: court-ordered "off-ramping" of individual

Dear David,
Thank you for your call. I am very familiar with the case you are referencing. I am willing to
help.
Here is what I propose. Let me know your thoughts.
PROPOSED PLAN
An initial consultation with the client and legal teams, plus 12 months (weekly, bi-monthly,
monthly, depending on progress and level of care required) of 60-minute, in-person
intervention sessions. Additionally, there will be 2-5 "immersion" sessions, 60-120 minutes
each. The support of a private, online aftercare Formers community would be initiated post 12

months and would be moderated, but unmonitored. I will provide briefs after every session and
can appear in court to report on progress, if needed. A final report will be produced for the
court.
DESCRIPTION
An "ideological off-ramping" is a series of structured sessions where a professional Intervener,
often a trained "Former" -- a disengaged former member of that same ideological movement -meets regularly with the client or perpetrator of a hate crime (and oftentimes their family, as
well) to address the drivers that may be contributing to the client's extremist views and/or
violent behaviors. While the intervener guides the sessions, it is the client who is allowed a safe
and controlled means to be vulnerable and identify and confront the underlying traumas that
may have led to their extremism and/or violent behaviors. Coupled with structured
"immersion" meetings, the Intervener will challenge the client's doctrine and hateful narrative
by introducing them to various types of people they believe they hate (i.e. a Holocaust denier
with a Holocaust survivor, Islamophobe with Imam, Anti-Gay with LGBTQ community). Often
times, this is the client's first meaningful interaction with the "other" and allows the client to
humanize the subject. At the end of the off-ramping period, if the client is disengaged and
showing positive progress, they will be "graduated" to a private, online support network where
nearly 100 other rehabilitated Formers can provide collaborative community support.
Life After Hate, an IL-based 501c3, has a team of experienced interventionists on staff and is the
only organization in the Western Hemisphere that is actively and successfully helping people
disengage from hate movements. Christian Picciolini has performed over 100 off-rampings of
Far-Right extremists, neo-Nazis, skinheads, Klansmen, Alt Right, and ISIS-inspired individuals,
both male and female, violent and nonviolent.
RATES (*payment from client directly to provider at time of service*)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initial 60-minute consultation with client and legal teams (prosecution & defense) - FREE
Additional consultation with client and legal team (defense) - $200/hour
Preparation & research - $100/hour (capped at 5 hours - prior to first session)
Hourly Session Rate - $200/hour
Immersion Session Rate - $250/hour
Online aftercare support network - FREE
Court appearances - $100/hour
Travel Expenses (if necessary) - billed at cost

DELIVERABLES
•
•
•

Consultation(s)
One-on-One "Off-Ramp" Sessions: Minimum 20, Maximum 40 (in 12 months)
Immersion Sessions: Minimum 2, Maximum 5

•
•

Session Reports: One brief will be produced for the court after each session with the
client
Final Report: One final brief (and court appearance, if necessary) will be produced for
the court at the conclusion of the sessions/probation

Christian
CHRISTIAN PICCIOLINI
CO-FOUNDER // PROGRAM DIRECTOR
CHICAGO, IL USA
LIFE AFTER HATE // EXITUSA
lifeafterhate.org

Life After Hate: HOME
lifeafterhate.org
LIFE AFTER HATE was created by former members of the radicalized American far-right movement to
educate people about the threats of violent extremism and racism

@lifeafterhate

From: christian@goldmill.com on behalf of Christian Picciolini [christian@lifeafterhate.org]
Sent: Monday, August 7, 2017 2:22 PM
To: DAVID M WILLIAMS (States Attorney)
Subject: Re: court-ordered "off-ramping" of individual

312-572-9707

Christian
CHRISTIAN PICCIOLINI
CO-FOUNDER // PROGRAM DIRECTOR
CHICAGO, IL USA
LIFE AFTER HATE // EXITUSA
lifeafterhate.org
@lifeafterhate

On Mon, Aug 7, 2017 at 1:56 PM, DAVID M WILLIAMS (States Attorney)
<david.williams@cookcountyil.gov> wrote:
Christian,

Thanks for the quick reply.

Is there a number I can call you back at, or if possible, give me a call at 773-674-3126.

David

The information contained in this electronic message may be confidential and may be subject to the attorney-client privilege and/or the attorney
work product doctrine. It is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to whom it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient,
you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this electronic
message in error, please delete the original message from your e-mail system.

From: christian@goldmill.com <christian@goldmill.com> on behalf of Christian Picciolini
<christian@lifeafterhate.org>
Sent: Monday, August 7, 2017 1:36 PM
To: DAVID M WILLIAMS (States Attorney)
Subject: court-ordered "off-ramping" of individual

Dear David,
Thank you for your call. I am very familiar with the case you are referencing. I am willing to
help.
Here is what I propose. Let me know your thoughts.
PROPOSED PLAN
An initial consultation with the client and legal teams, plus 12 months (weekly, bi-monthly,
monthly, depending on progress and level of care required) of 60-minute, in-person
intervention sessions. Additionally, there will be 2-5 "immersion" sessions, 60-120 minutes
each. The support of a private, online aftercare Formers community would be initiated post 12
months and would be moderated, but unmonitored. I will provide briefs after every session
and can appear in court to report on progress, if needed. A final report will be produced for
the court.
DESCRIPTION
An "ideological off-ramping" is a series of structured sessions where a professional Intervener,
often a trained "Former" -- a disengaged former member of that same ideological movement - meets regularly with the client or perpetrator of a hate crime (and oftentimes their family, as
well) to address the drivers that may be contributing to the client's extremist views and/or
violent behaviors. While the intervener guides the sessions, it is the client who is allowed a
safe and controlled means to be vulnerable and identify and confront the underlying traumas
that may have led to their extremism and/or violent behaviors. Coupled with structured
"immersion" meetings, the Intervener will challenge the client's doctrine and hateful narrative
by introducing them to various types of people they believe they hate (i.e. a Holocaust denier
with a Holocaust survivor, Islamophobe with Imam, Anti-Gay with LGBTQ community). Often
times, this is the client's first meaningful interaction with the "other" and allows the client to

humanize the subject. At the end of the off-ramping period, if the client is disengaged and
showing positive progress, they will be "graduated" to a private, online support network
where nearly 100 other rehabilitated Formers can provide collaborative community support.
Life After Hate, an IL-based 501c3, has a team of experienced interventionists on staff and is
the only organization in the Western Hemisphere that is actively and successfully helping
people disengage from hate movements. Christian Picciolini has performed over 100 offrampings of Far-Right extremists, neo-Nazis, skinheads, Klansmen, Alt Right, and ISIS-inspired
individuals, both male and female, violent and nonviolent.
RATES (*payment from client directly to provider at time of service*)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initial 60-minute consultation with client and legal teams (prosecution & defense) - FREE
Additional consultation with client and legal team (defense) - $200/hour
Preparation & research - $100/hour (capped at 5 hours - prior to first session)
Hourly Session Rate - $200/hour
Immersion Session Rate - $250/hour
Online aftercare support network - FREE
Court appearances - $100/hour
Travel Expenses (if necessary) - billed at cost

DELIVERABLES
•
•
•
•

Consultation(s)
One-on-One "Off-Ramp" Sessions: Minimum 20, Maximum 40 (in 12 months)
Immersion Sessions: Minimum 2, Maximum 5
Session Reports: One brief will be produced for the court after each session with the
client
• Final Report: One final brief (and court appearance, if necessary) will be produced for
the court at the conclusion of the sessions/probation

Christian
CHRISTIAN PICCIOLINI
CO-FOUNDER // PROGRAM DIRECTOR
CHICAGO, IL USA
LIFE AFTER HATE // EXITUSA
lifeafterhate.org

Life After Hate: HOME

lifeafterhate.org
LIFE AFTER HATE was created by former members of the radicalized American far-right movement to
educate people about the threats of violent extremism and racism

@lifeafterhate

From: christian@goldmill.com on behalf of Christian Picciolini [christian@lifeafterhate.org]
Sent: Monday, August 7, 2017 3:36 PM
To: DAVID M WILLIAMS (States Attorney)
Subject: Re: court-ordered "off-ramping" of individual

Here is what I propose. Let me know your thoughts.
PROPOSED PLAN
An initial consultation with the client and legal teams, plus 12 months (10 monthly 60-minute, in-person "off-ramp"
sessions) of intervention. Additionally, there will be 2 "immersion" sessions, 60-120 minutes each. The support of a
private, online aftercare Formers community would be initiated post 12 months and would be moderated, but unreported to
the court (except acknowledgment that subject was approved into the group). I will provide progress briefs after every
monthly session and can appear in court to report on progress, if needed. A final report will be produced for the court upon
completion.
DESCRIPTION
An "ideological off-ramping" is a series of structured one-hour sessions where a professional Intervener, often a trained
"Former" -- a disengaged former member of that same ideological movement -- meets regularly with the client or
perpetrator of a hate crime (and oftentimes their family, as well) to address the drivers that may be contributing to the
client's extremist views and/or violent behaviors. While the intervener guides the sessions, it is the client who is allowed a
safe and controlled means to be vulnerable and identify and confront the underlying traumas that may have led to their
extremism and/or violent behaviors. Coupled with structured "immersion" meetings, the Intervener will challenge the
client's doctrine and hateful narrative, not through debate, but by introducing them to various types of people they believe
they hate (i.e. a Holocaust denier with a Holocaust survivor, Islamophobe with Imam, Anti-Gay with LGBTQ
community). Often times, this is the client's first meaningful interaction with the "other" and allows the client to humanize
the subject. At the end of the off-ramping period, if the client is disengaged and showing positive progress, they will be
"graduated" to a private, online support network, where nearly 100 other rehabilitated Formers can provide collaborative
community support.
Life After Hate, an IL-based 501c3, has a team of experienced interventionists on staff and is the only organization in the
Western Hemisphere that is actively and successfully helping people disengage from hate movements. Christian Picciolini
has performed over 100 off-rampings of Far-Right extremists, neo-Nazis, skinheads, Klansmen, Alt Right, and ISISinspired individuals, both male and female, violent and nonviolent.

$3,500.00 RATE INCLUDES (*payment from client directly to provider*)
• 12-month program
• Initial 60-minute consultation with client and legal teams (prosecution & defense)
• Preparation & research prior to first session
• 10 - one-hour, one-on-one sessions
• 2 - two-hour immersion meetings
• Online aftercare support network
• Progress reporting after every session, and a final report to court
• Additional consultation with client and legal team (defense) - $200/hour
• Client will meet with Intervener at a location in Chicago, near West Loop/University Village

Christian
CHRISTIAN PICCIOLINI
CO-FOUNDER // PROGRAM DIRECTOR

CHICAGO, IL USA
LIFE AFTER HATE // EXITUSA
lifeafterhate.org
@lifeafterhate

On Mon, Aug 7, 2017 at 2:21 PM, Christian Picciolini <christian@lifeafterhate.org> wrote:
312-572-9707

Christian
CHRISTIAN PICCIOLINI
CO-FOUNDER // PROGRAM DIRECTOR
CHICAGO, IL USA
LIFE AFTER HATE // EXITUSA
lifeafterhate.org
@lifeafterhate

On Mon, Aug 7, 2017 at 1:56 PM, DAVID M WILLIAMS (States Attorney)
<david.williams@cookcountyil.gov> wrote:
Christian,

Thanks for the quick reply.

Is there a number I can call you back at, or if possible, give me a call at 773-674-3126.

David

The information contained in this electronic message may be confidential and may be subject to the attorney-client privilege and/or the
attorney work product doctrine. It is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to whom it is addressed. If you are not the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
electronic message in error, please delete the original message from your e-mail system.

From: christian@goldmill.com <christian@goldmill.com> on behalf of Christian Picciolini
<christian@lifeafterhate.org>
Sent: Monday, August 7, 2017 1:36 PM
To: DAVID M WILLIAMS (States Attorney)
Subject: court-ordered "off-ramping" of individual

Dear David,
Thank you for your call. I am very familiar with the case you are referencing. I am willing to
help.
Here is what I propose. Let me know your thoughts.
PROPOSED PLAN
An initial consultation with the client and legal teams, plus 12 months (weekly, bi-monthly,
monthly, depending on progress and level of care required) of 60-minute, in-person
intervention sessions. Additionally, there will be 2-5 "immersion" sessions, 60-120 minutes
each. The support of a private, online aftercare Formers community would be initiated post
12 months and would be moderated, but unmonitored. I will provide briefs after every
session and can appear in court to report on progress, if needed. A final report will be
produced for the court.
DESCRIPTION
An "ideological off-ramping" is a series of structured sessions where a professional
Intervener, often a trained "Former" -- a disengaged former member of that same ideological
movement -- meets regularly with the client or perpetrator of a hate crime (and oftentimes
their family, as well) to address the drivers that may be contributing to the client's extremist
views and/or violent behaviors. While the intervener guides the sessions, it is the client who
is allowed a safe and controlled means to be vulnerable and identify and confront the
underlying traumas that may have led to their extremism and/or violent behaviors. Coupled
with structured "immersion" meetings, the Intervener will challenge the client's doctrine and
hateful narrative by introducing them to various types of people they believe they hate (i.e. a
Holocaust denier with a Holocaust survivor, Islamophobe with Imam, Anti-Gay with LGBTQ
community). Often times, this is the client's first meaningful interaction with the "other" and
allows the client to humanize the subject. At the end of the off-ramping period, if the client is
disengaged and showing positive progress, they will be "graduated" to a private, online

support network where nearly 100 other rehabilitated Formers can provide collaborative
community support.
Life After Hate, an IL-based 501c3, has a team of experienced interventionists on staff and is
the only organization in the Western Hemisphere that is actively and successfully helping
people disengage from hate movements. Christian Picciolini has performed over 100 offrampings of Far-Right extremists, neo-Nazis, skinheads, Klansmen, Alt Right, and ISIS-inspired
individuals, both male and female, violent and nonviolent.
RATES (*payment from client directly to provider at time of service*)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initial 60-minute consultation with client and legal teams (prosecution & defense) - FREE
Additional consultation with client and legal team (defense) - $200/hour
Preparation & research - $100/hour (capped at 5 hours - prior to first session)
Hourly Session Rate - $200/hour
Immersion Session Rate - $250/hour
Online aftercare support network - FREE
Court appearances - $100/hour
Travel Expenses (if necessary) - billed at cost

DELIVERABLES
•
•
•
•

Consultation(s)
One-on-One "Off-Ramp" Sessions: Minimum 20, Maximum 40 (in 12 months)
Immersion Sessions: Minimum 2, Maximum 5
Session Reports: One brief will be produced for the court after each session with the
client
• Final Report: One final brief (and court appearance, if necessary) will be produced for
the court at the conclusion of the sessions/probation

Christian
CHRISTIAN PICCIOLINI
CO-FOUNDER // PROGRAM DIRECTOR
CHICAGO, IL USA
LIFE AFTER HATE // EXITUSA
lifeafterhate.org

Life After Hate: HOME

lifeafterhate.org
LIFE AFTER HATE was created by former members of the radicalized American far-right movement to
educate people about the threats of violent extremism and racism

@lifeafterhate

